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Abstract
This paper argues that coherence is something about which cognitive dissonance theory is concerned but not explored. After examining the meaning
of coherence in several disciplines in psychology, this writing introduces the
concept of Coherence Judgment. The author argues that cognitive dissonance
motivates the search for coherence, as a means to get rid of dissonance. Coherence judgment, as a particular cognitive process, allows the subject to decide about the way to reduce or remove dissonance, and then to verify the effect achieved. On the other hand, incoherence may trigger dissonance, which
in turn motivates the search for coherence. After putting forward a formal
definition of Coherence Judgment, the author argues whether coherence is a
feature of reality, as some authors propose, or mainly a cognitive process, and
also whether psychology needs a coherence Judgment concept. Several implications are outlined for theory development and useful applications in management and organizational design and change.
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1. Introduction
Coherence deserves consideration in psychology because a formal conceptualization and theorizing are lacking, even though several authors refer to it as part
of their reasoning or explanations. There is an evidently scarce consensus about
its meaning. Different researchers in psychology support some theoretical explanations appealing to concepts of incoherence, discrepancy, inconsistency, or
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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dissonance (Swann, 1983; Higgins, 1987; Swann, Griffin, Predmore, & Gaines,
1987; Higgins 1987). Everyone uses it without a theoretical background providing meaning and scope. Organizational studies based on different conceptual
perspectives also use the term coherence with a weak agreement in its meaning
(Garcia & Ruiz, 2007; Ramos & Jordao, 2013; Heggena & Terumb, 2013). In an
applied perspective, coherence is a necessary concept in management, organizational design, organizational change, policymaking, and even leadership and
human resources. For instance, coherence has been found related to several criteria of success in organizations such as between technology and objectives
(Crettenand, Laperrousa, Finger, & Duthaler, 2010), between strategy and
structure (Garcia & Ruiz, 2007) or between abilities and market strategy
(Leindwan & Mainardi, 2010). Many facts and effects are needing this type of
concept for better understanding, explanation, and decision making.
One common criticism of organizational behavior studies is the proliferation
of constructs, theories, and models that remain disconnected from one another,
mainly missing the development of central unifying theories that allow for a
better understanding of human behavior at work (Kim, Ployhart, & Gibson,
2018). The current paper argues, agreeing with this point of view, that coherence
may be seen as a concept related to cognitive dissonance theory (CDT), although
not considered and explained in that theoretical context. Coherence may be a
relevant psychological construct that compliments and expands cognitive theorizing.

2. Main Frame in Cognitive Dissonance Theory
Festinger views dissonance as “[…] two cognitions inconsistent with each other … Cognitions refer to knowledge, opinions, and beliefs about oneself and
one’s environment ... Cognitive dissonance is an antecedent condition that leads
to activity toward dissonance reduction” (Festinger, 1957: p. 3). These statements allow us to lay down the significance and scope that Festinger attributes to
his construct of dissonance. When there is no misfit between cognitive elements,
a state of consonance ensues, something that seems to lack interest in the comprehension and dynamics of dissonance. His principal focus of interest is the
motivational effect of dissonance, but not dissonance itself. Strictly speaking, the
central elements of dissonance construct are a state of discomfort emerging from
inconsistency and its motivational effect, which promotes the search for coherence. Cognitive dissonance may be considered, therefore, as a way of referring
to incoherence. Although Festinger seems to be more interested in its effects, his
theoretic proposal shows that cognitive dissonance is something that people
confront in their daily life, with significant psychological and behavioral effects.
Although dissonance theory remains relatively unchanged despite abundant
revisions (Beauvois & Joule, 2019), some new concepts such as the Meaning
Maintenance Model offers a theoretical expansion (Randles, Inzlich, Prolux,
Tullett, & Heine, 2015). In this approach, the aversive arousal induced by disDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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sonance motivates the individual to address the violation in at least two ways:

Support, affirming commitment to an accessible belief that makes sense to the
situation (Heine & Lehman, 1997; Heine et al. 2006), which means achieving
coherence; Abstraction, being motivated to look for and learn a new meaning or
frame of reference (Prolux, Heine, & Vohs, 2010; Proulx & Inzlicht, 2012), again
to achieve coherence, processes considered as fluid compensation (Randles, Inzlich, Prolux, Tullett, & Heine, 2015). Dissonance is reduced or eliminated
through support or abstraction, finding this way some kind of coherence.
Another theoretic approach related to dissonance is the concept of Sensemaking. It refers to a process through which people try to understand novel,
confused, mistaken or ambiguous events and it is activated by facts that confront
expectancies (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014),
in order to find some meaning that can guide subsequent decisions or behaviors
(Brown, Corville & Pye, 2015). Mistaken or confusing situations represent a misfit between events and expectancies conveying, according to theory, to a search
for fit or coherence.
Other studies following the cognitive dissonance model were performed to
explain and manage different inconsistencies, such as between self and social reality (Swann & Read, 1981; Swann, 1983) or between self domains that trigger
adverse emotional reactions (Higgins, 1987). They have in common that perceived inconsistencies lead to the judgment and feeling of dissonance, an aversive condition that produces arousal. The arousal motivates thinking or behavior
addressed to resolving in some way the inconsistency, which means searching
for coherence. Coherence and incoherence are both related in that theoretical
context.
Instead of considering those approaches as different theories, it would be
convenient and parsimonious, as proposed here, to take them as diverse elements contributing to a broad, strong, and including theory. Consistent with this
reasoning, we will explore in the next section key relations between dissonance
and coherence.

3. How Are Dissonance and Coherence Related?
Dissonance Motivates the Search for Coherence. This hypothesis asserts that the
arousal produced by dissonance may motivate different reactions addressed to
gain consonance or coherence. Then, coherence is the main effect achieved by
dissonance and not merely a reduction or elimination of tension or discomfort.
The concepts in the Meaning Maintenance Model and Sensemaking both outline
the same as Festinger’s theory: avoiding the undesirable or aversive cognitive
dissonance. Why is avoidance necessary? Because coherence is a condition
without contradiction or inconsistency, in which there is not aversive arousal
but feelings of harmony (McCraty & Childre, 2002; McCraty 2011), consistency
(Gruber, Mauss, & Tamir, 2011; Bullis, Bøe, Asnaani, & Hofmann, 2014) or logic
(Olsson, 2014; Hecker, Hahn, & Rollings, 2016). In this context, it is feasible to
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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conclude that dissonance, and its aversive arousal, motivates the search for coherence, which may be understood as a kind of ideal state in which people experience consistency, harmony, and lack of dissonance. Of course, there should be
different ways of achieving coherence in order to avoid dissonance or to recover
cognitive and emotional consistency.
Coherence seems to be an ideal cognitive state, experienced as necessary as
dissonance becomes disturbing. Then, dissonance promotes action and reaction
intended to gain a more pleasant and consistent state of coherence. The explanation lacking in the current theorizing in CDT is that a search for coherence is
motivated when dissonance and its aversive effect appear. In this context, it is
necessary to ask if coherence is the opposite of dissonance, or they are different
constructs with some interdependence. An adequate answer needs consideration.
Reasons argued in this writing, and the lack of other convincing facts suggest that a search for coherence is motivated by dissonance, mainly because of
its aversive effect, more emotional than cognitive, as proposed by Higgins
(1987) and Swann (1983). Accordingly, a search for coherence may be understood as a reaction to dissonance, but there is no available evidence that this is
its exclusive effect. People may have coherent thoughts without previous dissonance, as in the case of planning a trip, creating a business, giving advice to
somebody else, or writing a letter, and if this is the case, thinking coherently and
feeling coherence are not exclusive effects of dissonance. Such effects may be a
consequence of other conditions like free-thinking, expectations, contextual demands, or positive feelings. It may occur independently, such as in the case of
associative processes and propositional thought (Gawronski & Strack, 2004;
Sperber, 2005; Mercier, 2012) and even may serve as a means of cognitive regulation (Toro, 2018).

4. Is Coherence a Feature of Reality or a Cognitive Process?
In the case of being a feature of reality, a psychological explanation was unnecessary, but convenient if it is a cognitive process. Some authors and researchers
assert that any reality may be coherent or incoherent in-it-self, independently of
human judgment. Schubert and Olsson (2012, 2013) suggest that coherence can
be understood in several ways: 1) as the degree of consistency between different
elements of a set; 2) as a particular agreement between critical elements of a set;
3) as the degree of mutual support between elements of a set. In a similar vein,
León (2009) understands coherence as a characteristic of any social or labor reality, in which it is possible to observe a systemic convergence and interdependence among facts or realities, whose coincidence affords order, integrates,
coordinates, harmonizes and allows predictions. In the context of organizational
analysis, Garcia and Ruiz (2007) examined the coherence in companies of electronics and communications and found a relationship between positive or negative results and the degree of coherence between structure, processes, and strateDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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gies. Approaches like those argue that coherence may be a feature aspect inherent to any reality, with positive effects, in the case of being present.
Other studies argue that coherence is not an aspect of reality but a pattern of
thinking that enables people to integrate scattered facts or data to assign meaning and sense, as a condition to behave. Studies in Self-consistency have considered it as a self-directed mechanism integrating different elements of the experience, whose final effect is to maintain personality’s unity and organization
(Morse & Gergen, 1970; Swann, Griffin, Predmore, & Gaines, 1987; Swann,
1983). The idea of Self-directed mechanisms refers to cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral processes that enable people to interpret their experience in such a
way that it is possible to develop an integrated view of themselves. In a different
perspective, Mercier (2012) theorized about two forms of coherence in the human cognitive system. System 1 is a regulation mechanism that assures coherence between different representations, is heuristic, quick, and unconscious.
Maintains consistency among emotions, intuitions, and beliefs, and is persistent
over time. Here, coherence has a regulatory role, which may determine what
principles, beliefs, or behaviors to maintain or discard. System 2 is slow, conscious, requires effort, and may correct errors emerging from System 1. It is associated with the consistency of reasoning and planning. It evaluates the coherence of various systems of thought (beliefs, values, principles of behavior), and
makes decisions and inferences. In recent writings, the current author has developed theorizing around the concept of coherence as a subjective cognitive
process related to the functions of cognitive and emotional regulation and behavioral adaptation (Toro, 2015; Toro 2018). This approach emphasizes that considering any reality as coherent is the outcome of a psychological process named
Coherence Judgement. It is through this type of judgment how people decide
that something is or not coherent and, because of its subjective character, the
same facts may be judged coherent by someone and incoherent by somebody
else.
According to the different ideas argued in this writing, a sound conclusion
should consider that coherence is a subjective judgment related to the consistency of facts or information. Nonetheless, facts or data may be highly consistent
but be judged subjectively as inconsistent. Inconsistent information or facts may
appear consistent because some personal experience, reasoning, or attitude puts
them together in a subjective interpretation. Therefore, perceived coherence may
depend on the degree of data fit but also the cognitive process, so that we will
examine in some detail the concept of Coherence.

5. What Does Coherence Mean?
After a comprehensive literature revision of the concept of coherence (Toro,
2018), which included the disciplines of epistemology, biopsychology, and psychology (cognitive, social, organizational), several studies considering related
terms and concepts will be summarized hereafter.
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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Some studies in epistemology consider this concept, and several tend to assert
that coherence is a lack of contradiction or a degree of agreement among different elements of a set. Then coherence is mainly a feature of data that makes
them credible and reliable (Harris & Hann, 2009; Shubert & Olsson, 2013), and
then this is an issue of form and logic inherent to data or facts (Thagard, 2002,
2005). Notwithstanding, those authors also consider this kind of coherence as a
criterion of truthfulness. As may be seen, credibility and truthfulness are cognitive reactions emerging from integrated sets of data or facts but not a property of
those facts (Toro, 2018).
Biopsychology integrates concepts from physiology, neuroscience, and psychology. Different authors provide evidence that the experiences of a person are
physiologically connected to regulatory centers of emotion and with areas in the
cerebral cortex in charge of complex thought and response elicitation (McCraty,
2011; Silvers, Weber, Wager, & Ochsner, 2015; Ajay, Satpute, Nook, Narayanan,
Shu, Weber, & Ochsner, 2016; Zaki, Kallman, Wimmer, Ochsner, & Shohamy,
2016; Akinola, Kapadia, Lu, & Mason, 2019). In this context, coherence is understood as a state of harmony or synchrony among systems (circulatory, endocrine, and nervous), such that people in a state of physiological harmony report
psychological states of wellbeing, trust in themselves, a sensation of balance,
peace and inner harmony (McCraty, Atkinson, Tomasino, & Bradley, 2009;
McCraty, 2011; Dan-Glauser & Gross, 2013). When physiological stability is altered, adverse psychological effects appear, such as anxiety, stress, depression,
and other behavioral manifestations (Gruber, Mauss, & Tamir, 2011; Bullis, Bøe,
Asnaani, & Hofmann, 2014).
In the field of psychology, Antonovsky (1987) put forward the concept of
Sense of Coherence, understood as a psychological disposition characterized by
1) confidence in that internal or external individual realities are explainable and
predictable; 2) conviction about relying on resources to manage them; 3) belief
in that those realities deserve attention. Coherence happens when those elements, together, lead the subject to cope with a demanding situation, and incoherence if one of them is weak or absent. Coherence is not an issue of
all-or-nothing because it may be more or less intense, in which case Antonovsky
uses the term of Sense of Coherence. Later on, other studies examined the construct validity of this concept and found, through confirmatory factor analysis,
that its better structure is one with only one factor (Larson & Kallenger, 1999;
Klepp, Mastekaasa, Sørensen, Sandager y Kleiner, 2007) and this unique variable
predicted in a similar way as the Antonovsky’s original studies (Griffiths, Ryan y
Foster, 2011). Several studies followed Antonosvky’s concept and measurement,
but there is doubt today about its validity and relevance (Griffiths, Ryan y Foster,
2011). This approach contains an attempt to understand coherence as a cognitive process.
Social Psychology seems to be the discipline that paid more attention to the
idea of coherence. Self-consistency and Self-discrepancy were already mentioned
as models that may be complementary and enrich the CDT. It is possible to exDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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plain such complementarity by paying attention to the fact that human beings
react to incoherence because of the unpleasant effects associated with it and look
for coherence as a more pleasant and consistent state of mind. Self-consistency is
a tendency to internal integration, needed to the sound unity of personality.
Self-discrepancy is considered a failure in the process of integration and something prone to promote disturbing emotional effects. A step forward offered by
these theories concerning cognitive dissonance is the implication that dissonance is not only a cognitive process but also an issue related to the self, including
emotions, experiences, expectancies, behavior, and interactions between person
and environment.
The concept of Self-verification (Swann, 1983) may be understood in this
context as a pattern of behavior intended to create social conditions to avoid
self-discrepancy and to ensure self-consistency. These three processes evidence a
risk of dissonance, not only cognitive but also emotional, that may bother the
personal wellbeing. In these three cases is present a condition that motivates the
search for coherence, that is to say, the aversive state, so self-verification may
help to verify coherence and to prevent dissonance. The preceding three theories, related to the self, have relevant common elements to see them as complementary to the cognitive dissonance process. The three concepts could be considered, instead of independent theories, as a set of related processes enabling the
subject to identify and manage dissonance in order to experience coherence.
Nevertheless, there is not enough conceptualization of the idea of consonance
or coherence, and this is our focus of interest in this writing. According to our
hypothesis, coherence is the result of the process that intends to identify and reduce dissonance. The preceding analysis outlined both the need for this complementary concept and its relevance to a more inclusive cognitive theory.
Some organizational studies approach the concept of coherence. A mention to
some of them allows a complimentary exploration of its meaning and relevance
in this context. Garcia and Ruiz (2007) examined the relationship between coherence and organizational success in communications and electronics companies. Coherence is the degree of interrelationship between different organizational elements and an idea that gives sense to those relations. It was found that
good or bad organizational results were contingent on the degree of coherence
between those elements. In a different study, Ramos and Jordao (2013) explored
the relationship between stress and the coherence value in public and private
organizations. They found that conflict between personal and organizational
values attained a positive correlation with workers’ stress, but this did not happen when values were convergent, and this type of value fit was understood as
coherence. Heggena and Terumb (2013) studied the coherence or degree of integration among various components of the learning experience in an educational institution, and its effects on dedication to the profession and professional
identification. They found a significant correlation between coherence and the
results expected. Wagter, Proper, and Witte (2012) put forward a frame of reference to evaluate and manage coherence in organizations. They understood the
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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concept as the alignment of a whole of elements necessary to the organizational
functioning, something that should be managed. The alignment of so many diverse elements demands the definition of a unifying element that gives support
and legitimates that integration. This element is usually a core concept, perspective, or principle. Writings like the ones mentioned suggest that coherence is a
kind of linkage or connection among different elements, which is propitiated by
the action of an idea or concept. Coherence is necessary to the right functioning
and achievement of results, is a matter of degree, and because it does not emerge
spontaneously, it should be intentionally managed. According to this set of characteristics, coherence seems to be less a property of data and more a mental
frame that allows particular representations or constructions of reality. In any
case, it is essential to distinguish between the coherence of facts and the cognitive process. Both approaches are related and need to be analyzed to the understanding of coherence. Provided that the primary purpose of this writing is the
concept of coherence in a cognitive perspective, in the next paragraphs will be
explained.

6. Why Is Needed a Coherence Judgement?
In previous writing, Toro (2018) proposed this concept and its formal definition.
He understands Coherence Judgement as a cognitive process by which is assessed the degree of articulation or bonding among different facts or data, according to an idea or principle that links them. It is also the fit between ideas or
facts and a criterion or concept related to them by the person. This judgment
contains an assessment of the link among such elements. It emerges from the
subjective meaning assigned to the experience and has cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral components. By this process, the current experience is integrated into
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral imprints left by previous experiences, by
expectancies, and by future interests.
The following are core characteristics of the coherent judgment concept,
widely discussed elsewhere (Toro, 2015, 2018): 1) Subjectivity, concept taken
from González writings (2009, 2010, 2013), who explains it in terms of subjective
senses -independent and personal interpretations- and subjective configurations
-integration of various subjective senses related to a particular issue. 2) Inclusion
of social, historical, and cultural elements of current reality. These are contextual
elements outlined by Vygotsky’s writings (1925, 1927) about conscience. 3) Potential to give a personal sense to every experience (Vygotsky, 1927; González,
2013). 4) To keep the personal meaning of identity through integrating and preserving the different experiences of life (Swann, Griffin, Predmore, & Gaines,
1987; Swann, 1983). 5) Ensure a perception of personal consistency and consistency of answers to environmental requests (Lieberman, 2007; Doré, Zerubavel
& Ochsner, 2015). 6) Adaptation, which means coherence between behavior and
situational requirements (Bandura, 1991; Banfield, Wiland, Macrae, Mute y
Heatherton, 2004).
Coherence judgments are a cognitive and subjective way to assessing if a state
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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of dissonance was successfully removed o reduced, as has been proposed and explained by the theories of Meaning Maintenance Model, Fluid Compensation,
Sensemaking, Self-discrepancy, Self-consistency or Self-verification. Those are
ways of attaining coherence when dissonance appears. Furthermore, the cognitive process by which a person is aware of dissonance is itself a coherence judgment, which allows concluding the presence or absence of an incoherence. A
cognitive dissonance process is not activated when people judge coherence between facts o data, and then the original CDT has nothing to explain. The finding that something is incoherent may activate the cognitive dissonance process
and, in the end, motivate the search for a coherent arrangement. According to
previous considerations, coherence judgments may avoid the occurrence of dissonance. Nevertheless, detected incoherence triggers the dissonance process, and
its main effect is a search for coherence, which again is evidenced through coherence judgments. This set of ideas offers an avenue for future research intended
to validate these relations but also to widen the reach of dissonance theory in
several respects: 1) Dissonance is not only cognitive but also emotional and behavioral. 2) Dissonance may be managed in different ways to avoid or reduce the
aversive effect, but, in any case, the result is the achievement of a state of coherence. 3) The attainment of this state of coherence is assessed through a coherence judgment. 4) A coherence judgment may inhibit the occurrence of dissonance, and one judgment of incoherence may trigger it. 5) The focal process
may be understood less as one of dissonance and more as one of coherence, in so
far as the needed psychological effect is a state of coherence (See Figure 1).

7. Managerial and Organizational Implications
Some implications and applications are outlined here, so the usefulness of this
conceptual proposal can help managers and organizational designers. As various
organizational studies suggest (Wagter et al., 2012; Heggena & Terum, 2013),
coherence is a favorable condition that needs management, provided that it does
not arise by spontaneous generation. We argued that coherent facts or situations

Figure 1. Relationships between coherence judgment, cognitive dissonance, and state of
coherence.
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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at work might be judged incoherent by some individuals. A study found, for instance, significant differences in perceptions of organizational coherence between employees according to their educational and managerial level (Toro,
2013). A different study reported that coherence between organizational policies
and procedures accounted for a significant portion of the variance in a measure
of quality performance in a personnel selection task (Toro, 2019)
All this implies that managers should be aware of proper coherence in their
concepts, conclusions, and decisions in order to promote coherent organizational realities. However, this is not enough. Suitable strategies are also needed for
people to find and understand the intended coherence. Key elements in such a
strategy should consider avoidance of dissonance processes, whose prevention
and solution include promoting coherence judgments (Toro, 2018). All these
elements need consideration, planning, and management (Coning & Friis, 2011).
Decision-making training activities need to develop ability and attitude for
managers to understand these cognitive processes and regulate them. It is not
enough to think and be coherent but also to be sure others judge such coherence.
Organizational design is a crucial complex activity needing high levels of coherence (Wagter, Proper & Witte, 2012; Galbraith, 2006). In this case, are essential:
designers’ coherence thinking, coherent implementation strategies, also strategies to prevent dissonance and ensure coherence judgments of people acting according to the design. In an experimental study, perceptions of coherence of a
task and the subsequent coherence judgment lead participants to express positive expectancies about their job (Toro, 2018).
Change processes in organizations need a strong consideration of coherence
judgments in order to prevent dissonance and avoid inconvenient emotional and
cognitive effects. Several criteria suggested allow us to assess the probability that
coherent adverse judgments arise from complex changes in organizations, hindering the process (Toro, 2018). It is also convenient to assess perceptions of
coherence among people in different organizational sectors and concerning particular periods or circumstances. Such information allows management to monitor levels of perceived coherence and provides support for decisions or strategies concerning the effects of policies, processes, practices, or changes (Nadler,
2006). Although the author has begun to study the characteristics and effects of
coherence judgments (Toro, 2015, 2018), it is clear the need to advance theoretical developments and empirical research to provide the necessary support to the
new concept and theory.

8. Conclusion
The argument here is that coherence is a crucial concept related to de CDT and,
even more, that is somehow implicit in the dissonance theorizing because perceived incoherence activates the dissonance process, and coherence inhibits it.
Besides, the result of a dissonance process is the achievement of a state of coherence. In this context, coherence is something about which dissonance is conDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.115051
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cerned, but its consideration has been absent.
Instead of putting forward a new theory of cognitive consonance or coherence, the author agrees with the claim of Kim, Ployhart, and Gibson (2018) of
avoiding the proliferation of concepts and theories and look for more wide,
comprehensible and straightforward theoretic approaches. The current discussion allowed the opportunity of also reflecting on the fact that cognitive dissonance is a term that falls short because such dissonance may also occur between
emotions, facts of reality, or even behaviors. All this means a whole enrichment
of CDT and an attempt to give context to a new theory about coherence.
Coherence judgment is a cognitive process needed to understand how people
decide that something is coherent or not and how are created coherent outputs
such as theories, structures, plans, strategies, speeches, laws, or organized collectivities. Coherence seems to be a necessary condition for the organized collectivities to function but also for the individual wellbeing. Coherence judgment is the
way by which people decide the degree of consonance or dissonance of something and a way to the understanding of individual differences when facts should
be considered consistent or inconsistent.
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